PHASE ANGLE EFFECT ON HEAT TRANSFER AND INDICATED POWER OF FREE PISTON STIRLING ENGINE
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In this work, a transient CFD analysis is performed to analyze the effects posed by changing the phase angle between the displacer and power piston in a free piston Stirling engine. The numerical model that is used for analysis is axisymmetric which contains live engine spaces (expansion and compression space) and dead spaces (heater, regenerator, and cooler). The displacer and power piston movements are defined by a user defined function. The results showed that the compression ratio and pressure wave amplitude are strong function of phase angle and peaked at 120° phase angle. The optimum phase angle is also changing with operating frequency. The suitable phase angle at 80 Hz is the range of 60°-70°, but at a lower frequency around 50 Hz, its range is 80°-100°. The results also showed that the heat transfer rate at the heater and cooler channels are influenced by the change of phase angle. The heat exchange at the heater and cooler is peaked at 90° and 100° phase angle respectively. The flow losses from the heater, regenerator and cooler showed a rising trend with phase angle increase. The optimum phase angle was obtained by making a balance between phase angle effects and found the optimum range to be between 60°- 80° for peak power and efficiency.
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1. Introduction

Free piston Stirling engines (FPSEs) are externally heated engines that are used to generate electricity from solar or any low-graded heat source. This engine is free of crankshaft and directly converts the linear motion of piston into electricity by using linear alternators. The FPSE arrangement is preferred because it has minimum moving parts and has shown maintenance free unattended long operation capabilities. The application of the Stirling engine ranges from solar power generation [1] by using a parabolic trough collector [2], combined heat and power systems [3], [4], [5], space power generation [6], micro-cogeneration [7] and waste heat recovery [8], [9]. FPSE works on the Stirling

---
cycle and commonly uses air, hydrogen or helium as working gas, which oscillates between hot expansion space and cold compression space through an annular heater, cooler and regenerator. [10].

Recently, Rabhi et al. [11] evaluated the performance of concentrated solar power plant based on Stirling engine and proposed optimal configuration of heat exchangers, and regenerators. Salazar and Chen [12] used an axisymmetric CFD model for the analysis of a beta type rhombic drive Stirling engine and it was found that the heat transfer coefficient was not constant with time and space. Chen et al. [13] investigated the effect of moving regenerator on the heat transfer process of beta type Stirling engine. Laminar flow and thermal equilibrium model for regenerator were assumed and it was found that maximum efficiency was at 99 percent porosity. In another study, Chen et al. [14] investigated the effect of some geometric parameters of low temperature differential twin power piston gamma type prototype engine and found that piston stroke, piston diameter and engine speed had a positive impact on power and efficiency.

A numerical analysis was performed for 1kW beta type Stirling engine by Cheng and Chen [15] and it was concluded that the optimum regenerator porosity was 90% with helium as working gas due to low viscosity and high thermal conductivity. Xiao et al. [16] compared an improved simple analytical model and CFD model for beta type Stirling engine prototype. The effect of dead volume and heat transfer area of the heater was investigated and the redesign of heater resulted in 1.6 percent improvement in efficiency. A parametric study was performed by Abuelaymen et al. [17] for rhombic drive beta type Stirling and investigated the effect of working gas. Almajri et al. [18] compared non-ideal adiabatic thermodynamic and CFD models for parametric study of alpha type Stirling engine. In the most recent studies, Kuban et al. [19] studied the complexity of flow and turbulence characteristics by using a multidimensional CFD method validated with the ST05G engine. Caetano et al. [20] used the discrete ordinates (DO) radiation model and displacer temperature boundary condition in CFD simulation to further reduce the error in performance prediction of a beta type Stirling engine prototype. A 3D CFD model was presented by El-Ghafour et al. [21] for the GPU-3 engine to analyze the cyclic thermal and flow fields and to find the most appropriate turbulence model.

Alfarawi et al. [22] evaluated the effect of phase angle on engine indicated power and transient variations of temperature and pressure were analyzed to optimize the dead volume of the connecting pipe. The transient CFD simulation was performed for the gamma-type Stirling engine and it was found that at 105° the power was maximum with minimum losses.

It was observed during the literature survey that there has been limited work published in the field of numerical modeling of free piston Stirling engines based on the CFD method and none of the CFD model included piston seal losses into account. Furthermore, most of the CFD models developed without heat exchanger incorporated in the model. In this work, authors used the an axisymmetric CFD model for a 12.5 kW Component Test Power Converter (CTPC) [23] to analyze the effect of phase angle on engine performance. In the current study, the effect of phase angle on indicated power, efficiency, heat transfer rate and flow losses is presented.

2. Numerical modelling

The Stirling engine that is used in this study was built for space power application. Complete engine geometric details and operating conditions are given in the literature [24]. The computational domain was built by utilizing the engine’s live volumes in expansion and compression spaces. These volumes were changing due to the reciprocating motion of the two pistons housed in the same
cylinder. The initial positions of the displace and power piston were set to be at mid-stroke and BDC respectively. The heater, cooler and regenerator were built by matching the dead volumes, channel hydraulic diameters, channel lengths and heat transfer area.

The computation domain that is used in the current study is presented in Fig. 1. The boundary walls are categorized into symmetric, moving, and isothermal walls.


2.1. Model validation, mesh and time sensitivity analysis

The governing equations and the numerical model are presented in our previous work [23] with complete geometric details and operating conditions are given. The developed model was validated against the experimental data presented in [24] and [25]. Fig. 2 compares the indicated power as function of displacer amplitude for experimental engine (CTPC) and numerical values. The mesh sensitivity was also checked by using three different meshes coarse, medium and fine meshes having 74649, 96508 and 162048 cells respectively. The medium mesh with 96508 element was selected for further analysis because the variation in power output by using medium and fine mesh was below 1%. Time step sensitivity analysis was also performed by comparing the data obtained from 360, 180 and 90-time steps/cycle were compared and it was found that 360 time steps per cycle showed better convergence and accuracy of results.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Cyclic thermal and flow fields

This section explains the cyclic variation of pressure and volume, after reaching steady state in 30th working cycle. The volume variation of expansion space and compression space is presented in Fig. 3, which is due to displacer and piston movement. The phase difference between the piston and displacer was set at 70.83° taken from experiment [24]. Instantaneous pressures of expansion and compression space obtained from simulation are also plotted in Fig. 3. It is observed that the pressure wave is more closely linked to piston movement rather than displacer. Pressure wave is peaked when piston has passed its TDC position having -12° phase difference. The maximum and minimum
pressure is observed during one complete cycle were 17.1 MPa at 172° crank angle and 13.68 MPa at 352° crank angle in compression space.

![Figure 2](image1.png)

**Fig. 2** Indicated power at different displacer amplitudes at 67.45 Hz (model validation)

![Figure 3](image2.png)

**Fig. 3** Instantaneous pressure and volume variation of engine expansion and compression spaces

Separate pressure volume diagrams for expansion space and compression space were plotted in order to find net indicated work of one complete working cycle. The area enclosed in each curve is calculated by integrating PV curve by using Eq. (1) or by Riemann sums method.

\[ w_{net} = w_e - w_c = \int p_e dV_e - \int p_c dV_c \]  

The indicated power was evaluated by multiplying net work done in one cycle and total number of cycles completed in one second (frequency) by using Eq. (2). Indicated efficiency was
found by Eq. (3) in which, \( Q_{in} \) is the amount of heat added through heater wall, which was found by integrating heat flux over the area of the heater wall by using Eq. (4). Similarly, heat transfer rate at cooler \( Q_{out} \) and net heat transfer rate \( Q_{net} \) was found by Eq. (5)

\[
P^0 = w_{net} \times f \quad (2)
\]

\[
\eta_{ind} = \frac{P^0}{Q_{in}} \quad (3)
\]

\[
Q_{in} = \int \int Q_h \, dA_h \quad (4)
\]

\[
Q_{net} = Q_{in} - Q_{out} = \int \int Q_h \, dA_h - \int \int Q_c \, dA_c \quad (5)
\]

The flow of working gas inside FPSE is oscillatory and flow direction is reversing through heater and cooler channels twice during the cycle. At each flow reversal, the flow rate of gas in heat exchangers is minimized. The viscous and inertial flow losses were calculated separately for heater, regenerator and cooler and results are presented in Fig. 4 for cold blow. In cold blow, the gas is transported from compression space to expansion space. The pressure loss across heater and cooler channels is due to wall friction and strongly affected by velocity variation of gas. The pressure drop across regenerator is due to viscous and inertial resistances. It is observed that the losses are peaked in the middle of cold blow when axial velocities are higher. But at the flow reversal, the velocity of gas is minimized so as the pressure loss.

![Fig. 4 Instantaneous pressure drop across heater, regenerator and cooler during cold blow](image)

In Fig. 5, the contours of temperature for the whole engine are presented. It is noticed that the temperature of gas inside expansion and compression spaces is not uniform due to limited time of mixing of flow jets entering and leaving these spaces during the cycle. The mixing of gas is due to chaotic flow near moving walls forming vortices. The minimum temperature of 410 K is observed in
compression space at beginning of the compression process when the piston is at BDC as shown in Fig. 5(a). The gas started to move to hot side from cold compression space during compression process as the piston moved towards TDC, which resulted in overall rise in temperature and pressure of engine as shown in Fig. 5(b). The piston moved to TDC at the end of compression process which resulted in further rise in temperature and pressure of the engine and maximum temperature of 788 K is noticed in expansion space as shown in Fig. 5(c). The expansion process started as the piston is moved to its mid stroke position from TDC and displacer is moved to BDC from mid stroke. At this point the working gas reversed its direction again from hot to cold side and blown back into compression space reducing the average temperature of compression space as shown in Fig. 5(d).

Fig. 5 Temperature contour at four different crank angles during 30th cycle (time = 0.44477 sec)
3.2. Optimization of phase angle

In this section, the effect of phase angle on engine performance is investigated under default operating conditions. Selection of optimum phase angle is critically important because it has significant impact on amplitude of pressure wave, compression ratio, heat transfer rate, pressure losses and hence engine output power and efficiency.

In order to investigate the effect of phase angle, the stroke position of piston is set according to its phase difference from displacer; however, displacer is kept fixed at its mid stroke. The motion of displacer and piston is controlled by compiling individual UDF for each phase angle configuration. The variation of phase angle is affecting compression space volume, which is plotted in Fig. 6. It is noticed that the compression ratio was increasing with phase angle. The maximum and minimum compression ratios are observed at 120° and 50° phase angle respectively. Engine pressure waves generated at different phase angle are also plotted in Fig. 7. It is witnessed that amplitude of the pressure wave is increasing with phase angle. This increase in the amplitude was due to rising compression ratio of the engine. It can be seen that there was approximately 9° phase shift between the consecutive peaks of pressure wave, which was due to time delay of piston to reach its TDC. The pressure wave generated at 120° phase angle had the maximum amplitude.

![Cyclic variation of compression space volume at different phase angles](image)

**Fig. 6 Cyclic variation of compression space volume at different phase angles**

The effect of phase angle on indicated power at different operating frequencies is presented in Fig. 8. It can be observed that optimum phase angle does not remain the same as the frequency is increased. The results are obtained at frequencies of 50 Hz to 80 Hz and optimum phase angle having peak power is decreasing with operating frequency. The effect of phase angle is significant on heat transfer rate, pressure drop and pressure amplitude and peak power was obtained due to balance between these phase angle effects.
In Fig. 9, the effect of phase angle on engine efficiency at different frequencies is also presented. Efficiency is calculated by dividing indicated power and amount of heat added at heater during one cycle. It is evident that the efficiency was low at higher frequencies, which is due to increased flow losses at higher frequencies. It is also observed that the phase angle having peak efficiency is decreasing as the frequency is increased. The maximum power at different frequencies is reported in the range of 70° to 90° phase angle. However, peak efficiency is obtained at 60° to 80° phase angles.

In Fig. 10, pressure loss and pressure wave amplitude variation with phase angle is presented at 67.45 Hz. It can be seen that both of the parameters are increasing with phase angle. The increase in amplitude of pressure wave is due to rising compression ratio of the engine. However, higher flow
losses are due to increase in turbulence. The turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent viscosity of the gas are increased due to larger swept volumes of compression space. The increase in the amplitude of pressure wave has a positive impact on power output; whereas increase in flow losses is affecting the engine performance negatively. Therefore, the optimum phase angle could be found by balancing these effects.

**Fig. 9 Effect of phase angle on efficiency at different frequencies**

**Fig. 10 Effect of phase angle on pressure amplitude and pressure drop**

Phase angle effect on heat transfer at heater wall and cooler wall is computed at 67.45 Hz and results are presented in Fig. 11. The results showed that the heat exchange at heater and cooler is peaked at 90° and 100° phase angle respectively. Heat transfer rate is increasing with phase angle initially due to rising gas flow rate and turbulence in heater and cooler channels. However further rise in heat transfer rate is limited due to time delay of expansion and compression process. The increase in
turbulence with phase angle enhanced heat transfer rate as well as flow losses. The output power is directly related to heating power whereas; efficiency is inversely related. This is the reason that the maximum efficiency is reported at 60° phase angle. However, the heat transfer rate at cooler is affecting the power and efficiency in a positive manner. Therefore, peak power is achieved at 80° phase angle, which is due to greater heat transfer rate at heater and cooler, but further rise in power is limited due to increased flow losses. The optimum phase angle is found in the range of 60° to 80° having peak power and efficiency.

![Graph showing effect of phase angle on heating and cooling power](image)

**Fig. 11** Effect of phase angle on heating and cooling power

4. Conclusions

The axisymmetric CFD model of FPSE is used to analyze the effect of phase angle on engine performance and heat transfer. It is found from the results that the compression ratio is maximized at 120° and minimized at 50° phase angle. As a result, the amplitude of the pressure wave inside the compression space rises and reaches its peak at 120° phase angle. It was also observed that the phase angles for peak power and efficiency are changing due to frequency. A phase angle of 60°-70° is preferable at 80 Hz and at lower frequencies around 50 Hz, the phase angle of 80°-100° is best suited. The maximum heat transfer rate at the heater and cooler was observed at 90° and 100° phase angle respectively.

The results also showed that the heat exchange at the heater and cooler peaked at 90° and 100° phase angle respectively. However, increased pressure losses with phase angle limited the net power. Maximum power and efficiency were achieved at 80° and 60° phase angles respectively. It is found that engine performance is strongly influenced by phase angle and the phase angle significantly affects heat transfer rate, pressure drop, pressure wave amplitude efficiency, and power.

**Nomenclature**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( f )</td>
<td>frequency [Hz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P^0 )</td>
<td>indicated power, [kW]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Subscript**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscript</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( amp )</td>
<td>amplitude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
$p$ pressure, [MPa]  \quad e \quad \text{expansion space}

$Q$ heat transfer rate, [kW]  \quad c \quad \text{compression space}

$V$ volume, [cm$^3$]  \quad k \quad \text{cooler}

$w$ work done [joule]  \quad h \quad \text{heater}

Greek symbols

$d$ displacer

$\Theta$ crank angle, [°]

$\phi$ phase angle, [°]

$\Box$ Efficiency
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